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we are facing increasingly wicked problems...
what are wicked problems?
they are not like this...
more like this...
currently EBP is more puzzle solving than problem solving
enter design thinking...
by design thinking we don’t mean this...
more like this...
design thinking in practice

evidence based practice
design thinking

- find problem
- research
- prototype & test
- implement
- evaluate
- storytelling
design thinking & EBP
what if...
a hybrid model

- define problem
- research & test
- prototype & test
- implement
- evaluate
- storytelling
a hybrid model

- define problem
- storytelling
- evaluate
- implement
- prototype & test
- research
define problem

empathise.
ask why.
rinse. repeat.
a hybrid model

- define problem
- research
- prototype & test
- implement
- evaluate
- storytelling
research

bring together

past, present, future
a hybrid model

- define problem
- research prototype & test
- implement
- evaluate
- storytelling
prototype & test

ideate. make. test. reflect. refine.
a hybrid model

- define problem
- research & test
- prototype & test
- implement
- evaluate
- storytelling
storytelling

share. contribute.
develop. reflect.
a hybrid model

- define problem
- prototype & test
- research
- implement
- evaluate
- storytelling
but do we need a new model or just a new mindset?
EBP + design thinking = wicked problem solving
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Who knows what you'll find when you ask questions by [Faymonne](http://www.flickr.com/photos/faymonne/5091446417)